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Overview
• Introduction of the STRengthening Analytical
Thinking for Observational Studies initiative
• Relevance of guidance for statistical analyses of
observational studies.
• Relevance of data sharing
− STRATOS
− Prognostic research
• IPD meta-analysis
• Final remarks

The STRATOS initiative – WHY?

Current situation in statistical methodology
• Statistical methodology has seen some substantial
development
• Computer facilities can be viewed as the cornerstone
• Possible to assess properties and compare complex model
building strategies using simulation studies
• Resampling and Bayesian methods allow investigations that
were impossible two decades ago
• Wealth of new statistical software packages allows a rapid
implementation and verification of new statistical ideas
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Software package STATA
new procedures in 2018
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Perperoglou et al, talk at ISCB 2017, see STRATOS website

Current situation in practical analyses
• Unfortunately, many sensible improvements are ignored

Reasons why improved strategies are ignored
• Overwhelming concern with theoretical aspects
• Very limited guidance on key issues that are vital in
practice, discourages analysts from utilizing more
sophisticated and possibly more appropriate methods in
their analyses
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Statistical methodology –
problems are well known
The severeness of problems is even discussed in the public
press:
The Economist ‘Unreliable research: Trouble at the lab.’ (October 2013):

“Scientists’ grasp of statistics has not kept pace with the
development of complex mathematical techniques for
crunching data. Some scientists use inappropriate techniques
because those are the ones they feel comfortable with; others
latch on to new ones without understanding their subtleties.
Some just rely on the methods built into their software, even if
they don’t understand them.”
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The Lancet Research:
Increasing Value, Reducing Waste Series

Comment (Introduction 1)
In 2009, we published a Viewpoint by Iain Chalmers and Paul Glasziou called
“Avoidable waste in the production and reporting of research evidence”, which
made the extraordinary claim that as much as 85% of research investment was
wasted.
Our belief is that research funders, scientiﬁc societies, school and university
teachers, professional medical associations, and scientiﬁc publishers (and their
editors) can use this Series as an opportunity to examine more forensically why
they are doing what they do—the purpose of science and science
communication—and whether they are getting the most value for the time and
money invested in science.
Kleinert and Horton, 2014
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The Lancet Research:
Increasing Value, Reducing Waste Series

Comment (Introduction 2)
• Biomedical research: increasing value, reducing waste
•

•

Of 1575 reports about cancer prognostic markers published in 2005, 1509 (96%)
detailed at least one significant prognostic variable. However, few identified
biomarkers have been confirmed by subsequent research and few have entered
routine clinical practice.
….
Global biomedical and public health research involves billions of dollars and
millions of people. In 2010, expenditure on life sciences (mostly biomedical)
research was US$240 billion. The USA is the largest funder, with about $70 billion
in commercial and $40 billion in governmental and non-profit funding annually,
representing slightly more than 5% of US health-care expenditure. Although this
vast enterprise has led to substantial health improvements, many more gains are
possible if the waste and inefficiency in the ways that biomedical research is
chosen, designed, done, analysed, regulated, managed, disseminated, and
reported can be addressed.
Macleod et al., 2014
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Better use of statistical methods
• At least two tasks are essential:
1. Experts in specific methodological areas have to work towards
developing guidance
2. An ever-increasing need for continuing education at all stages of the
career
• For busy applied researchers it is often difficult to follow methodological
progress even in their principal application area
– Reasons are diverse
– Consequence is that analyses are often deficient
• Knowledge gained through research on statistical methodology needs to
be transferred to the broader community
• Many analysts would be grateful for an overview on the current state of
the art and for practical guidance
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Aims of the initiative
• Provide evidence supported guidance for highly relevant issues in
the design and analysis of observational studies
• As the statistical knowledge of the analyst varies substantially,
guidance has to keep this background in mind. Guidance has to be
provided at several levels
• For the start we will concentrate on state-of-the-art guidance and
the necessary evidence
• Help to identify questions requiring much more primary research
The overarching long-term aim is to improve key parts of design and
statistical analyses of observational studies in practice
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Different levels of statistical knowledge
Level 1: Low statistical knowledge
• Most analyses are done by analysts at that level

Level 2: Experienced statistician
• Methodology perhaps slightly below state of the art, but doable by every
experienced analyst

Level 3: Expert in a specific area
• To improve statistical models and to adapt them to complex real problems,
researches develop new and more complicated approaches. Advantages and
usefulness in practice need to be assessed
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http://www.stratos‐initiative.org/
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Initial data analysis
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Measurement error and
misclassification
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Study design
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Evaluating diagnostic tests and
prediction models
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Causal inference

Survival analysis

High-dimensional data
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Guidance for analysis is needed for many
stakeholders (analysts with different levels of
knowledge, teachers, reviewers, journalists, ……)
Researchers

Consumers

Journal of the European Medical Writers Association (EMWA)

Relevance of guidance for statistical analyses
of observational studies
• Identifying causal effects is the aim of many studies, but
how?

Comic from xkcd.com

• In general, complex model building is required. Which
confounders are required?
• What about the functional form of continuous variables?
• Is there a „state of the art“?

Selection of variables and functional forms in
multivariable analysis (TG2 of STRATOS) - issues
–
–
–
–
–

–

–
–

Which strategies for variable selection exist?
What about their properties?
Data-dependent modeling introduces bias.
What about the role of shrinkage approaches?
Comparison of spline procedures in a univariate context.
Which criteria are relevant? Can we derive guidance for practice?
What about variables with a ‘spike-at-zero’?
Multivariable procedures
MFP well defined strategy
Which of the spline based procedures?
Comparison in large simulation studies needed
Multivariable procedures and correction for selection bias
How relevant? One step or two step approaches?
E.g. selection of variables and forms followed by shrinkage
Big Data
Does it influence properties of procedures and their comparison?
Role of model validation

The research community is far away from state of the art much research is required!
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General issues in many studies
missing data (TG1)
measurement error (TG4)
was the study well designed ? (TG5)
Initial data analysis (TG3)
Improved pre-processing may also help to share data
• …..
•
•
•
•
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Melanie Börries, S. 44

Zustimmung!
Aber WIE schaffen wir das???
Wie kann man das Ergebnis einer Random Forest
Analyse transparent darstellen?

S. 43

Medical decision-making
Dream of doctors and patients

But it has been OFFLINE for several years

Data Sharing- first experiences

The Lancet 1992 , Volume 339 , Issue 8784 , 1 - 15

Data Sharing – further experiences

Data Sharing

• Data of 23 studies published (2008); http://mfp.imbi.uni-freiburg.de/
• Many (also unknown to us) colleagues agreed to make their data available
• Helpful META-DATA is important.

STRATOS – necessity of data sharing?
• STRATOS rules - as far as possible, papers should be open access,
results should be reproducible, with data and software made
available in conjunction with the publication.
• Each TG needs about 5-10 published ‚suitable‘ data sets for
illustration. Some data sets should be usable from more than one
TG.
• Specific problem of TG9 „High dimensional data“: Omics data
published, but often problems with data quality and
documentation. Unfortuntely, related clinical data is often
missing.
• Specific problem of TG8 „Survival analysis“ – long-term follow-up
data required, including information relevant for analyses of
multiple events (competing risk, multi-state models, recurrent
events).

STRATOS – necessity of data sharing?
Not really, but would be most helpful and allows
− Easier identification of ‚suitable‘ data sets
− That the published results can be compared with results
based on STRATOS guidance (..and help identifying severe
weaknesses and errors).
− Improving knowledge translation of STRATOS guidance

Prognostic research
• Based on observational studies.
• Usually retrospective studies, which increases problems related to design,
sample size, data quality, statistical knowledge of analyst, reporting,
publication bias, …
• Even before the omics time started, hundreds of prognostic markers and
many prognostic models were proposed
• Only a small number of markers and models is validated and used in
practice.
• Omics data offer promising opportunities but with severe challenges and
problems.
• Obviously, evidence-based investigations concerning the value of markers
and models are needed. Consequently, systematic reviews and metaanalyses are needed.

Meta-analysis of observational studies
• Currently no STRATOS TG, but we may start one in the future.
• Investigation of the effect of continuous factors is not possible
without individual patient data (IPD)!!!
• MAs to investigate risk factors, prognostic factors, …… have
severe problems if IPD is not available.

Br J Cancer. 2017

• First view - SR, assessment of reporting quality (according to
REMARK) and MA
• Key steps required for an evidence-based biomarker
assessment

Assessment of studies according to
REMARK reporting guidelines

Papadakis et al (2017)

• Identified 18 papers, providing results from 20 studies
• Assessed quality of reporting by REMARK criteria
• Performed ‚meta-analysis‘
However, we identified severe weaknesses
(Sauerbrei & Haeussler (2018), British Journal of Cancer)

„This study illustrates key steps required for an evidence-based biomarker
assessment; however, we have identified several major weaknesses in the
assessment of the quality of reporting and the meta-analyses. We
concluded that results and inferences from this study are not justified by
the assessments and analyses presented.“
Reply of Papadakis et al:
„We felt that this was important, particularly since BAG-1 is already
included in multi-gene assays widely used as part of routine clinical
practice…”

Comment on Papadakis et al (2017)
1. Assessment of the quality of reporting according to
REMARK

Overly positive assessment of reporting, strongly
contradicting a recent review on the topic (Sekula et al.
2017)

–
•

‚rationale for sample size‘ – positively assessed in all studies by
Papadakis et al, vs. 22%, 11% and 8% in Sekula et al.

Several shortcomings in reporting of the primary
literature found - examples:

–
•

Rationale for sample size:

–

•

‚All patients with histopathological confirmation of breast cancer,
diagnosed […] between 1995 and 2001, were included [only 70 patients
included].’

Multivariable analysis:
–

No effect estimates, only p-values in several studies or indication of
non-significance

Comment on Papadakis et al (2017)
2. Meta-analysis
‘In general, data were too heterogeneous, and outcome measures
were too varied to perform meta-analyses for the majority of studies.
Meta-analyses of mRNA expression from the two data sets analysed
in Millar et al (2009) and the data set analysed in Papadakis et al
(2016) including a total of 2422 patients produced a HR of 0.55 (95%
CI 0.36–0.85) favouring improved BCSS with high expression of BAG1’

Three
‚meta-analyses‘
published
Several issues
• 14 out of 18
papers ignored
• Combination of
multivariable
and univariate
analyses
• Variable
definitions of
BAG-1 positivity

Comment on Papadakis et al (2017)
3. Meaningful meta-analyses of biomarkers – individual
participant data (IPD) required
Primary study – multivariable model required (effect adjusted for
potential confounders)
– Meta-analysis – combine ‚adjusted effects‘
Collaboration between study groups and IPD required
–

4. Publication bias and the need for a comprehensive biomarker
study registry

Meta-analyses based on published data
Primary studies:
• Use different cutpoints for continuous variables
• Adjust for different confounders
• Reporting is insufficient. Estimates from multivariable models
are needed but are often not provided
• Different measurement techniques are used – which studies
can be combined?

IPD meta-analyses – are they feasible?
IPD projects are difficult but many good projects have been started.
Abo-Zaid et al found 48 published IPD meta-analyses of prognostic
factors (published 1991 – March 2009, several inclusion criteria).
However, it is obvious that reporting and analysis of IPD projects need
improvement.
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Cooperative IPD projects are possible (1)
• In traumatic brain injury, researchers initiated IMPACT
(International Mission for Prognosis and Analysis of Clinical
Trials) and meta-analysed IPD from 11 studies including 9,205
patients [Marmarou et al, 2007].
• http://www.tbi-impact.org/?p=publications
• 62 publications listed.
Probably more, most recent listed is from 2013.

Cooperative IPD projects are possible (2)
• The Emerging Risk Factors Collaboration (ERFC) is a CEU-led
consortium of >130 prospective studies from >30 countries
• IPD collated and harmonized from ~2.5M participants
• Cardiovascular diseases risk factors and cause-specific mortality
studied in greater detail by IPD meta-analysis.
• Risk factors studied included: circulating lipid markers,
inflammatory markers, glycaemia markers, adiposity markers,
diabetes, and cardio-metabolic multi-morbidity.
• Analyses concern etiological hypothesis or risk prediction
assessment in subsets of studies/participants with relevant data,
with methodological developments occurring in parallel as
necessary.
http://www.phpc.cam.ac.uk/ceu/erfc/

Peat et al. (2014) PLoS Med 11(7): e1001671

Peat et al. (2014) PLoS Med 11(7): e1001671

Potential benefits of study registration, protocol publication, better study
reporting, and data sharing of prognosis research studies

Peat et al. (2014) PLoS Med 11(7): e1001671

PROGRESS recommendations
1. Full study reporting through use of guidelines
2. Facilitate and expect data sharing
3. Routine registration of all prognosis studies using existing
registers
4. Protocols for all prognosis studies made public
5. Promote systematic development and evaluation of
methods and value of transparency

Peat et al. (2014) PLoS Med 11(7): e1001671

Meta analysis of observational studies
• Examples concentrate on prognostic research but
methodological problems are very similar in other fields
• Publication bias is a key problem
• Which studies to include in a MA??
• ‚Well defined population of studies‘
– decreases number of studies
– may allow to estimate combined effects unbiasedly (Sekula et al 2017)

Evidence based assessment and application of prognostic
markers – it is a long way from single studies to meta-analysis
(Sauerbrei et al 2006)

Further projects, initiatives and rules
strongly arguing for
reproducible research
and
data sharing

All Trials Campaign

91043 people and 737 organizations have signed the AllTrials petition.
www.alltrials.net
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Biometrical Journal (2014)

Problems of data sharing in Germany
•
•
•
•
•

Interest to collaborate?
Consent of patients
Data protection rules
Different measurement techniques
Follow-up data

Incentive to share data
•
•
•
•

Involvement in relevant and interesting projects
Publications
Citations related to published data
Help improving research – may be useful for me as a patient

Final remarks
• At least for evidence based assessments closer collaboration
among disciples and among study groups is required.
• Data sharing is required.
• Funders of prognosis research should require data sharing
with appropriate governance (Peat et al 2014).
• To improve analyses, methodologists need to work and agree
on guidance for many relevant relevant issues.
• Partly it may help to borrow ideas and suitable instruments
from clinical research.
• The lowest hanging fruit: GOOD REPORTING!
http://www.equator-network.org/

Problems of current research are known!
The tumor marker research community must come to the same
realization that clinical trialists came to decades ago. If sound
scientific principles of careful study design, adequate study size,
scrupulous data collection and documentation, and appropriate
analysis strategies are not adhered to, the field will flounder.
Culture changes will be required.

Editorial in JNCI 2005

We should not forget

Weaknesses in analyses can have severe
consequences for patients
“A mistake in the operating room can threaten the life of one patient; a
mistake in statistical analysis or interpretation can lead to hundreds of
early deaths. So it is perhaps odd that, while we allow a doctor to
conduct surgery only after years of training, we give SPSS to almost
anyone.”

Andrew Vickers [Nat Clin Pract Urol 2005]
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